How many people do you think really don’t hurry? .... Instead ... just relax and coast through the day... probably not too many... You can be one...

No matter what you think... any argument you can bring... the only person who hurries YOU is yourself...

Listening to yourself to hurry or listening to another to hurry.. you make the choice of which you will walk that way...

YOU HURRY YOURSELF... IT IS A PERSONAL CHOICE...

Relax , take it easy, breathe in life. enjoy the day....

YOU HAVE TO WANT TO ENJOY EVERY MOMENT OF THE DAY...

When a person tells you to hurry.. they are saying submit to my will that I will be happy... and vice versa...

Hurrying is you forcing your will on another person...

Your hurrying may bring joy to another whom you are submitting to their will... But nobody enjoyed being hurried...

Hurry.. I have the power over you...Speed of life is dictated by other or self imposed speed levels...

Hurry - impatient, anxious, frustrated.. Pushing your will and your sense of time upon another...

You will accomplish more in less time and be rested, not anxious when you are done.

Say - "I am going to have a wonderful day, relaxing, yet in action, enjoying the life God has given me and walking at His pace".

Get out of sync? Catch yourself hurrying or being hurried by another... slow down... stop.. disengage... reconnect to relaxing and working on the task at a natural pace.

Become as a little child, no striving, no effort, no hurry, relaxed in natural movement...

- Don't force your will upon others and make them hurry...
- Don’t put yourself under deadlines.... don’t put others under deadlines...

Hurry is a complaint against another person... you are not making me happy unless you follow my will...

There is no enjoyment in hurry. For the harriers or the one being hurried...

Step by step - one (1) task at a time, constantly monitoring yourself, Am I hurrying? Why? Take a break - stop - slow down and begin to enjoy again...

Never Hurry !
How Not To Hurry

- Become the Take It Easy King - no more rushing or hurrying to do anything...
- I want to walk in total enjoyment every day, all day, every moment - relaxed.. taking it easy.. working, doing, being ..at a slower pace
- There is a natural flow to life, a pace set before us that we can walk on... in step with God... Relaxing is about accepting and walking in stride with God’s will...
- No matter what you think... any argument you can bring... the only person who hurries you is yourself... Listening to yourself to hurry or listening to another to hurry... You make the choice of whether you will walk that way...
- YOU HURRY YOURSELF... IT IS A PERSONAL CHOICE...
- Relax, take it easy, and breathe in life. Enjoy the day....
- YOU HAVE TO WANT TO ENJOY EVERY MOMENT OF THE DAY...
The Good / Deep Stuff

There is only One God and he is Almighty- it means He has all the might and power. God is the only One with free Will. The rest of us have only choices.

We can choose to follow and submit to the Will Of God - the only Will in the universe or we can plod along and suffer with our own will....

Our will tends to be in a hurry and wants to receive all we can. There in lays the rub, we want our own will with God and we want to exert our will over others. Only One will make us happy

We do God's will whether we believe it or not.. Only God has a will - He creates us marches us through a lifetime aimed to bring us endless pleasure if we will submit to His will - we are fully aware - yet bound to our own desires to receive as much as we can.

Slow down.. Connect to God however you know Him/her and let God run the show.. The thing is.. he already is.. And we just get frustrated because it is not what we want to do.

Hurry and Frustration arrive because we want our will and don’t want to submit to the Will Of God

God's stated Will is to bestow endless pleasure on His creation. You can get it now and later...

Play your best game but accept His will and your will enjoy your life...

When you come into God's presence.. There is no will... but His will and you will not desire to do anything but His will as His Will is endless pleasure..

In Him, we live and move and have our being...

Free Will ?

Did you decide to be born or to whom you were born? Did you decide your name? Did you decide to be male or female? Where you were born.. What languages you speak. ?

Limited By Abilities - Can you talk to everyone in their native language, can you talk to plants or animals ? How about fly or teleport to different locations?

Do you have hereditary factors that now affect you health? Can you control your bowel movements or do you respond to them?

How about sleeping... do you tell your body to breathe and digest the food at night before you go to bed? ?

Can you see it ? Endless pleasure with God forever and ever ...